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SPEAKER KIT

WHO IS THE 
CHAMPAGNE 

DAME?
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WE NOW LIVE IN A WORLD WHERE PEOPLE ARE 

CONSTANTLY TRYING TO FIT IN, SEEKING RICHNESS 

FROM THEIR JOB AND HAPPINESS FROM THEIR 

DAILY LIFE. BUT WHAT IF THERE WAS MORE? 

THAT’S WHAT KYLA KIRKPATRICK ASKED HERSELF 

15 YEARS AGO, IN LONDON, WITH A CAREER IN 

FINANCE WELL ESTABLISHED.

A fter reading a series of books on Champagne, 

Kyla fell in love with the enigmatic story of 

the region and its characters: a place where 

Kings have been anointed for centuries,a place where 

Napoleon Bonaparte used to take his men before 

any fight to invigorate them - giving birth to his 

friendship with Jean Remy Moët. She thus decided 

to follow her heart and travelled to France to learn 

everything there was to know about champagne. 

Now known as The Champagne Dame, Kyla has carved 

a big small business out of a niche industry and is 

considered one of the top educators in Champagne, 

travelling the world as a speaker and regularly hosting 

masterclasses, corporate events and private tastings. 

Kyla has recently launched her second business, 

Emperor Champagne, an online e-commerce destination 

that offers an expertly curated collection of champagne 

as well as dedicated champagne knowledge and 

service, with a focus on corporate gifting.
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JOURNEY INTO THE WORLD OF CHAMPAGNE

Head back in time to discover the birth of the bubbles 

in the days when Dom Perignon was toiling away in 

the cellar abbeys. Kyla weaves a wonderful and spell 

binding array of stories into a colourful presentation 

including tales of her own life living in Paris and 

Champagne. A unique and wonderful entertaining 

experience from 20 to 1000 guests.

MAGNUMS & MADAME’S

Explore the revolution of Champagne through the eyes 

and innovations of a handful of the most influential 

women in Champagne’s 300-year history. An 

inspirational and heart-warming presentation. To add 

to the drama of the event all champagnes are served 

from Magnum!

PERFUME & CHAMPAGNE

A perfume and champagne masterclass is a decadent 

sensory experience that explores the power of 

scent, the link between champagne and perfume 

and its creation whilst pairing five perfumes and five 

champagnes.

BOLLINGER BREAKFAST

A three-course Bollinger breakfast/brunch partnered 

with the majestic Bollinger Special Cuvée, Bollinger 

Rosé and La Grande Année Vintage. Kyla will delve into 

the history of the maison and tell the wonderful stories 

of Madame Lily Bollinger.

SENS INVERSE DINNERS

An exquisite champagne-matched dinner crafted in 

reverse. Dinners will start with Demi-Sec champagne, 

then move through the champagnes in reverse, 

finishing with fresh, modern Blanc de Blancs on the 

final wine.

BIRDS & BUBBLES

This fascinating journey will take you back to the 

1960s when giants Moët and Chandon were running 

out of Champagne and decided to line up the world’s 

greatest sparkling wines side by side, some of these 

being incredibly difficult to source and more expensive 

than Champagne!

YOUNG GUNS OF CHAMPAGNE

The new guns of champagne are challenging traditions 

and creating fascinating champagnes with the 

exploration of single vineyard champagnes, the seven 

historically grown grape varietals of the region, strong 

adherence to biodynamic principals and more.

VINTAGE VERTICAL TASTING

Kyla presents an entire showcase of prestigious 

Vintages Champagnes tasted side by side exploring 

the power of perfect weather and the deft hand of the 

winemaker in crafting this rare and prized Cuvée. Get 

a taste of these masterpieces.

MASTERCLASSES

K Y L A  B R I N G S  E L E G A N C E  A N D  F U N  T O  A N Y 

E V E N T.  S H E  I S  PA S S I O N AT E  A N D  E X T R E M E LY 

K N O W L E D G E A B L E  A B O U T  T H E   J O Y S  O F 

D R I N K I N G  C H A M PA G N E

SHARI  MURPHY

EVENT GUEST
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ADD SPARKLE  
TO YOUR EVENT

CHAMPAGNE TOWER

Add theatre and glamour to your event with a cascading 

champagne tower, which can be accompanied by a 

speech and a sabrage.

MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Tired of the same circuit of MCs? Kyla shines on stage 

and is a competent and charismatic MC who adds 

sophistication, character and humor to an event. She 

has been the star MC for the G.H. Mumm Marquee of 

Melbourne Cup, The Pommery Pegasus Marquee at The 

Caulfield Cup many a conference and special luncheon. 

Kyla’s presentations are engaging and faultless.

SABRAGE

Dating back to the Napoleonic era, the performance of 

sabrage is a powerful message in celebrating success 

and victory. Taking the end of the champagne bottle 

off with a sword is a dramatic addition to an event and 

will be followed by an eloquent speech and toast by 

the incredibly well- spoken Champagne Dame.

CHAMPAGNE SERVICE

Want to take you event to the next level? We can create 

a champagne station and bar for your next function! 

We can also bring our lovely Champagne Truck and 

supply champagne from Emperor for your whole party!
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KEY NOTES

LOVE MONEY

Turn your Passion into your career!

The most popular keynote presentation, delivering 

valuable messages for entrepreneurs that are ready 

to make their passion their life. Kyla decided to quit 

her established career in finance to dedicate her 

life to champagne and is now at the head of two 

successful companies.

INSPIRED BY THE GREAT DAMES

Being Successful is 80% mindset and 20% skill 

This keynote is a retrospective inspired by the Great 

Dames of Champagne, looking back to the pioneering 

woman Madame Clicquot through to the incredible 

modern dames such as Floriane Eznack. Kyla focuses 

on how to master your mindset, exploring your 

determination, surviving adversity and executing 

with pride!

GET NICHED!

Micro-niche your business to serious success. 

Gone are the days of thinking big. Zooming in on one 

market will allow you to be known as an expert in your 

field and build a successful business. Rather than being 

all things to all people, focus on one niche and do it 

extremely well! Customers want to deal with an expert, 

not a generalist.

Kyla Kirkpatrick has created an incredible career 

within the Champagne industry focusing solely on this 

category. Learn how Kyla leveraged her niche and is 

now running a $390 million business in Australia alone.
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MENU CARD

CHAMPAGNE MASTERCLASS 

By far our most popular event format

Minimum 12 guests

5 glasses (75ml)

Approx 2 hours

$199 per person

incl. GST

CHAMPAGNE MASTERCLASS 

Minimum 20 guests

5 glasses (75ml)

Approx 2 hours

$149 per person

incl. GST

MINI CHAMPAGNE MASTERCLASS - Cocktail Format 

Minimum 50 guests 

3 glasses (75ml)

Approx 1.5 hours

$99 per person

incl. GST

ALTERNATIVE EVENT FORMATS THAT KYLA OFFERS Fixed Fee excl. GST

No.1 Champagne Presentation (without Champagne) $3,600

No.2 Sabrage Performance & Appearance (no speach) $3,200

No.3 Champagne Speech, Toast and Sabrage $3,600

No.4 Champagne Tower (without presentation) $1,400

No.5 Hosting a Private Dinner party $3,900

No.6 MC-ing an Event/TV/Major public events $5,200

No.7 Keynote Presentation $3,600


